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ABSTRACT
Commitment devices are a technique from behavioral economics that have been shown to mitigate the effects of present bias—the tendency to discount future risks and gains in favor of immediate gratifications. In this paper, we explore the feasibility of using commitment devices to nudge users towards complying with varying online security mitigations. Using two online experiments, with over 1,000 participants total, we offered participants the option to be reminded or to schedule security tasks in the future. We find that both reminders and commitment nudges can increase users’ intentions to install security updates and enable two-factor authentication, but not to configure automatic backups. Using qualitative data, we gain insights into the reasons for postponement and how to improve future nudges. We posit that current nudges may not live up to their full potential, as the timing options offered to users may be too rigid.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In an ideal world, users would not need to do anything to stay safe and secure online, because systems would automatically protect them. That is, a “human-in-the-loop” would not be necessary [10]. While we are making significant gains towards this goal—many software updates are now applied automatically, email threat detection to recognize scams has vastly improved, and browser and device fingerprinting is used to discover potentially compromised accounts—that is not yet the world in which we live. As a result, users are still expected to perform certain security actions manually. Some of the most prevalent and critical actions are applying system updates and using two-factor authentication [31]. Recent qualitative studies have attempted to explain why these security precautions are often resisted by end-users [e.g., 48]. One of the common findings is that many users are generally unopposed to taking these security measures. Yet, because they are asked at inopportune times, they decline in the moment and then later forget to revisit those decisions, leaving these systems vulnerable to attack. This effect has previously been observed for smartphone locking [14], as well as applying software updates [e.g., 21, 36–38, 58, 59, 62]. While the secondary nature of security mitigations is relatively well documented and a variety of approaches have been explored to overcome this (see, e.g., [22], for a survey
of the usable security literature), few have examined ways to actually solve this problem using theories from behavioral economics. Due to the limits of current technology, there is still (and probably will always be) a minimum set of security actions that users must perform themselves.1 Thus, in the interim, new methods of nudging users towards engaging with security are needed. In this paper, we present the results of two online studies that explore nudges to reduce the effects of primary task interference.

Researchers in psychology and behavioral economics have observed that people opt to delay long-term benefits in favor of short-term gains. This phenomenon, called present bias, indicates an individual’s tendency to discount future outcomes in favor of present values [34, 46] and therefore to prefer immediate gratification over delayed utility. Acquisti has shown this to impact privacy decision making [1].

Recent research on decision making has identified techniques for overcoming present bias [43], one of which is the use of commitment devices [9]. A commitment device is a mechanism that allows the “present self” to commit to a future action, so that the “future self” is more likely to follow through when the time comes. For example, not wanting to go to the gym today, Alice creates an appointment with a personal trainer for a specific date in the future. While that appointment could be canceled (an example of a “soft commitment”), she is more likely to follow through now that the appointment has been made. As an example of a “hard commitment,” Alice could pay a non-refundable registration fee to enter a race in the future, which would motivate her to get into shape prior to that race. Commitment devices have been shown to be effective at changing behaviors, such as curbing procrastination, saving more for retirement, and donating to charity [5, 8, 54].

Similar commitment nudges have started appearing in desktop software: both the most recent versions of Windows and Mac OS allow users to schedule system updates to be applied in the future (i.e., pre-committing to a time of installation). However, we are unaware of any rigorously controlled experiments to measure the effects of these interventions, systematically improve them, and apply these principles to other security behaviors.

In this work we apply the principles of behavioral economics to test the effectiveness of reminders and commitment nudges at improving users’ intentions to engage in security behaviors. We draw the attention of the usable security community to the need for reducing users’ procrastination, in addition to increasing the overall compliance, as delayed security actions increase vulnerability. We performed two experiments with over 1,000 participants to examine the circumstances under which commitment nudges induce a behavioral intent to improve security behaviors. For the purposes of our research, we have identified a set of security actions that experts currently agree are important for end-users to perform [31, 48]: applying system updates, enabling two-factor authentication, and configuring automatic backups. Study 1 shows that a commitment nudge (scheduling) can reduce the intention to ignore the request to enable automatic updates by 12%, and a reminder can reduce such intentions by 57%, for users who do not have automatic updates enabled. Study 2 shows that adding a reminder option reduced the willingness to ignore security updates by more than 40% for both Windows and Mac users. Adding an option to commit to installing the update in the future reduced stated ignore rates by about 25% for both Windows and Mac users. While reminders and commitments were not effective at promoting the use of automatic backup tools, they increased the willingness to enroll in two-factor authentication (2FA): reminders halved the intention to ignore (both for Windows and Mac users), and commitments showed a similar effect on Windows users, but no effect on Mac users’ willingness to enable 2FA.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Recent work in computer security has examined ways to improve user compliance with computer security mechanisms through better comprehension and usability of notices and controls [18, 19, 25, 50, 52]; advice on strong password composition [16, 51, 57]; use of memory-augmentation tools, such as password managers [24, 30]; and deployment of behavioral nudges [2, 4, 60]. Yet, even when users understand the importance of good security behaviors, they still do not always act accordingly [31, 48].

For example, applying software updates is one of the most common security practices users are regularly asked to perform; when promptly installed, they minimize attack surfaces [32, 41]. However, in practice people often avoid, delay, or skip updating their software [37, 38, 55, 58]. Users often have very rational reasons for declining to perform this important security activity [17, 36, 37, 58]. Therefore, notifications alone, even when designed well, and when noticed and understood, are not always enough to trigger the desired behavioral change. Research on the so-called “security paradox” suggests that people report high computer security concerns and state that they want to remain secure [56], yet are often resistant to performing the necessary actions [31, 45, 63]. Some studies argue that this is because security is seen as a secondary task, often interfering with a primary task [12, 13, 64]. We hold that this is an example of present bias.

1We do not attempt to define what this set of security actions might be.
Present Bias and Commitment Devices
People generally prefer immediate gratification over delayed utility, and therefore discount future outcomes [34, 46]. As a result, individuals often anticipate rewards and delay costs, delaying the activities that require salient costs and expediting the activities that presume salient benefits [42]. This complicates inter-temporal choices, when costs and benefits happen at different moments in time. Saving for retirement is a classic example: individuals face the cost of not consuming a portion of income today in order to receive it in the future. As the utility from consuming income “today” always exceeds its “tomorrow” utility, the perfectly present-biased person saves nothing. Similar situations occur when making security decisions: security actions often interrupt workflows (cost) to protect against future dangers (benefit).

Commitment devices are mechanisms for overcoming present bias [43], which represent sophisticated attempts at self-control by limiting access (e.g., buying smaller packages of sweets), increasing sunk costs (e.g., purchasing an annual gym membership), or setting up clear promises (e.g., college savings accounts). In a broad sense, a commitment device is “an arrangement entered into by an individual with the aim of helping fulfill a plan for future behavior that would otherwise be difficult” [9]. Various forms of commitment devices [9, 33] were shown effective in triggering the behavior change against procrastination, for instance, in charitable giving [8], savings [54], and adherence to deadlines [5].

Present Bias in the Security Domain
Present bias in the security domain is related to the dominance of the user’s primary task over security protective tasks. That is, security is almost never a primary task [12, 13, 64]; people do not sit down at the computer specifically to “not get phished,” “not get infected,” or otherwise “do security.” Even when users become aware of a potential security hazard, they are likely to see the risks as being in the future. Hence, at the moment of interaction with the computer, current needs are closer in time than the future risks [1], and the aspiration to complete the primary task exceeds the willingness to comply with the security recommendations, which are seen as inconveniences [48]. Economically speaking, the value of current needs exceeds the value of future needs.

In a study of why smartphone users do not securely lock their device screens (e.g., with a PIN), several participants indicated a desire to do so, but were asked at inconvenient times, so declined in the moment, thereby leaving their devices in insecure states [14]. Similarly, when examining why users disabled automatic updates, several security-conscious users claimed that they wanted to exert more control over their systems. However, they later forgot to follow through with these actions, leaving their systems vulnerable [21].

Some present bias can be eliminated by automating security tasks, thereby taking them out of users’ hands: automatic software updates increase installation rates and improve computers’ attack immunity [23, 40]. However, forced updates exogenously transposition the order of user tasks, preventing the user from continuing a primary activity. This naturally leads to confusion, irritation, and dissatisfaction [37, 38, 59], such as the waves of indignation that follow automatic updates in Windows [27]. Apart from disrupting users’ workflows at potentially critical moments, automatic updates may undermine user trust in the long term [36, 49]. For example, one-third of the participants in a study by Mathur and Chetty [36] had disabled automatic updates, and these users were more likely to have had past negative experiences. Moreover, keeping the user out of the loop removes control and leads to further divergence of mental models [61, 62].

Many systems now give users an opportunity to delay the task until it is more convenient. For example, Mac OS gives users the option to be reminded to apply software updates in the future. However, these reminders may also be seen as annoyances and therefore may not always be effective in reducing present bias. An alternative approach is to schedule the software update for a certain time in the future. Similar to the results by Ariely and Wertenbroch [5], scheduling could play the role of a commitment device and lead to fewer delays and higher compliance rates. Recently, Windows introduced such a scheduling feature (Figure 1).

Overall, commitment devices have been proven to be a powerful instrument for overcoming present bias by aligning the behavior of the busy “present self” with the intentions of the security-conscious “future self.” Despite preliminary adoption in certain security contexts, such as installing system updates, we are unaware that anyone has rigorously evaluated these approaches to gauge their effectiveness and determine ways in which they could be improved.

3 STUDY 1: ENABLING AUTOMATIC UPDATES
The goal of our first study was to understand how present bias affects people’s security behavior intentions. We hypothesized that when given the option to either act in the moment or not at all, many users will likely choose the latter
Due to present bias. However, when given an option to reconsider the decision in the future, we hypothesized that fewer users will outright decline the suggested behavior, instead opting to revisit the decision at some point in the future.

For this first exploratory study, we decided to focus on a single security behavior: enabling automatic updates. This choice was inspired by the fact that recent versions of Windows (Figure 2a) and Mac OS (Figure 2b) present users with similar options; however, their empirical effectiveness is not known to the scientific community.

To answer this question, we sampled 300 participants (42.3% females, mean age = 34.16, SD = 11.15) from Prolific Academic, an online research participant recruitment platform. We asked participants to imagine that while they were working on their computers, they received the following message: "Enabling Automatic Updates will make sure your operating system is always up-to-date and protected from malicious attacks, viruses or malware." Next, we asked them: "Assuming you don’t have automatic updates enabled on your computer currently, what would you do next?"

The response options in our hypothetical scenarios varied according to three randomly-assigned conditions. In the control group, the options were to either "ignore the message" or "enable automatic updates." The Commitment condition provided a third option, to "set auto-updates to be enabled one week from today," while the Reminder condition provided a third option to be "reminded again in a week" (in contrast to committing in a week). We also asked participants whether they currently had auto-updates enabled on their computers, in order to control for their prior experiences and attitudes towards automatic updates.

Results

Figure 3 shows the percentage of participants per condition who chose to ignore the message, reported a willingness to enable auto-updates now or in the future (by committing or setting a reminder). About 53% of participants reported having auto-updates already enabled. Because this question significantly interacted with the condition ($\chi^2(4) = 45.73, p < .001$), we used it to split our analyses.

Commitment Condition. Among those who had auto-updates disabled, giving them the option to commit to enabling auto-updates in the future reduced willingness to ignore from 90.9% to 79.2% ($\chi^2(4) = 39.85, p < .001$), as 12.5% of participants in the Commitment condition expressed the intention to enable auto-updates in a week. This reduction did not significantly change the proportion of participants who said they would enable auto-updates right now.

---

2https://www.prolific.ac/

3For both studies described in this paper, all authors obtained the necessary IRB and ethics approvals from their respective institutions.
For participants who already had auto-updates enabled, we found that 26.2% expressed the intention to commit, when that option was given, and it reduced rates of "ignore" choices from 28.6% to 19%. This time, however, there was a significant reduction in the share of participants willing to enable auto-updates now, from 71.4% in the control condition to 54.8% in the Commitment condition ($\chi^2(4) = 16.72, p = .002$).

**Reminder Condition.** The reminder option was, not surprisingly, more attractive than the commitment option among those who reported having auto-updates disabled (50% chose it compared to 12.5% who chose the commitment option). Among these participants, the reminder option actually increased the percentage of those who were willing to update now to 15.8% (compared to 9.1% in the control group). However, it was less attractive to participants who claimed to already have auto-updates enabled (14.5% chose it compared to 26.2% who chose the commitment option). Among these participants, the reminder option did not reduce the percentage of those who were willing to update now.

**Summary.** The results of this study show evidence for both present bias and the potential promise of commitment devices. Specifically, our results suggest that committing to enable auto-updates in the future could be an attractive option, sometimes even more so than setting a simple reminder. Overall, 18.9% of all participants in our hypothetical scenario who were given that option opted for it, and among those who already had auto-updates enabled (but imagined they did not), it was slightly more popular than setting a reminder.

Importantly, introduction of the commitment option reduced the intention to ignore the message for both groups, and it reduced the rates of those willing to enable auto-updates now only for those who reported already having auto-updates enabled. While intentions may not always translate into actual behavior, our goal in this research is studying the relative effectiveness of the nudges; see the Discussion for an in-depth analysis of this question and the advantages and disadvantages of our approach.

4 STUDY 2: UPDATES, BACKUP, AND 2FA

Study 1 provided initial evidence that techniques from behavioral economics have the potential to reduce present bias in security decision making. These results prompted us to formulate additional research questions, in order to dig deeper into the domains and circumstances when the nudges would work best, as well as other factors that may affect their relative effectiveness:

1. Can reminder and commitment nudges be effective across various security behavior scenarios?
2. Will participants become less likely to ignore the security recommendation if the point in time when the event takes place better fits their schedules?
3. Do these effects vary based on participants’ operating systems (i.e., Mac vs. Windows users)?

To answer these questions, we designed several nudges that may improve several end-user security behaviors that experts agree are important [e.g., 31], but require user action because they cannot yet be completely automated: applying operating system security updates, enrolling in two-factor authentication (2FA), and configuring automatic backups.

We performed a hypothetical online experiment to evaluate how our commitment and reminder nudges impact participants’ stated willingness to comply with the requested security actions. In contrast to Study 1, Study 2 considers manual updates instead of automatic, it included two additional security behavior scenarios, the timing options were not predefined (participants proposed the time for reminder or future installation using an open-text field), people already engaged in these behaviors were screened out, and we also distinguished between Windows and Mac users.

**Method**

We deployed a 3 (Control vs. Reminder vs. Commitment) x 3 (Update vs. Backups vs. 2FA) between-subject design. All experimental participants were either Mac OS or Windows users. We asked participants to imagine that after finishing this study, they received a message on their computer screen (Figure 4).4 We then asked: “Among the following, what option would you click in response to this message in a real situation?” In the Update scenario, the message said: “A security update is available. Installing this update will protect your computer from attackers.” In the Backups scenario, the message said: “The automatic backup tool is available. It will provide 50 GB of free virtual storage space and protect from data loss due to malicious software.” In the 2FA scenario, the message said: “Two-step verification for your Amazon Mechanical Turk account is available. It will add an extra layer of security because no one will be able to access your account if the password alone is compromised.”

The response options varied according to three randomly-assigned conditions. In the control group, the options were either to (1) ignore the message or (2) install updates, enable automatic backups, or enable 2FA. In the Commitment condition, the options were identical to the control, with a third option to pick a future time to install updates, enable automatic backups, or enable 2FA. In the Reminder condition,

4In all conditions, full-size screenshots were shown to the participants.
5We chose to use this account for the 2FA scenario because we were sure that all subjects in our population have it, and because it contains personal and financial information. For some participants, it may even be their main source of income.
Table 1: Number of observations in experimental conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Condition (Windows</th>
<th>Mac)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control</td>
<td>Reminder</td>
<td>Commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Updates</td>
<td>102 (54</td>
<td>48)</td>
<td>102 (54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backups</td>
<td>68 (34</td>
<td>34)</td>
<td>60 (32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2FA</td>
<td>79 (37</td>
<td>42)</td>
<td>80 (42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>249 (125</td>
<td>124)</td>
<td>242 (128</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Update scenario, control condition, Mac.

(b) Backups scenario, Commitment condition, Windows.

(c) 2FA scenario, Reminder condition, Windows.

Figure 4: Example messages shown to Study 2 participants.

Results

We recruited 903 Mac and Windows users from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), and randomly assigned them to one of the 9 experimental conditions (Table 1). We told them that the study was about basic computer use preferences to not prime them to think about computer security specifically or induce self-selection bias. We screened out 108 participants who performed automatic computer backups and respondents who had Amazon two-step verification enabled. However, we did not exclude participants who reported backing up their computers manually, because they may do it irregularly and therefore could also benefit from behavior change. The resulting sample included 734 participants (53% female; aged 19–84, mean = 37.78, SD = 12.12).

To estimate main treatment effects, for each scenario, we ran a logit regression with the participants’ responses to the computer message as the dependent variable and two-way interactions between conditions and operating systems. The binary dependent variable represented whether respondents chose “Don’t ask me again” (Table 2). We included age, gender, and the corresponding SeBIS subscales as control independent variables. Additionally, we ran tests of proportions, and \( \chi^2 \) test or Fisher’s exact test (if numbers of observations in some cells were less than 5), to compare the ratio of specific choices in each condition.

Update scenario. Regression coefficients (Table 2) demonstrate that introduction of the nudges, either the reminder or the commitment to acting in the future, significantly reduces the proportion of people willing to outright ignore the message, especially among Mac-using participants. Not surprisingly, people with positive security updating intentions, measured by the SeBIS Updating subscale, are less likely to choose to ignore the update message.

Figure 5 depicts the distribution of responses in the Update scenario. In the presence of the “Remind me later” option, the share of participants who chose “Don’t ask me again,” dropped from 81% to 39% among Windows users (\( \chi^2(2) = 39.71, p < .0005 \)) and from 60% to 15% among Mac users (\( \chi^2(2) = 57.61, p < .0005 \)), compared to the control. In

---

We limited participation to subjects in the United States who had completed at least 500 tasks with an approval rate of at least 95%. 

---

We thank you for taking our survey. Your response is very important to us.

Your response will be graded, and you should get credit for it, within 24 hours.
Table 2: Logit regression on respondents’ choices for “Don’t ask me again” (0 - no, 1 - yes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>2FA</th>
<th>Backups</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Control × Windows</td>
<td>(baseline)</td>
<td>-0.146</td>
<td>-0.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control × Mac</td>
<td>-1.434**</td>
<td>-0.146</td>
<td>-0.202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminder × Windows</td>
<td>-2.430***</td>
<td>-1.774***</td>
<td>-0.647</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reminder × Mac</td>
<td>-3.819***</td>
<td>-1.530**</td>
<td>-1.944**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment × Windows</td>
<td>-1.673***</td>
<td>-1.628**</td>
<td>1.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment × Mac</td>
<td>-2.552***</td>
<td>-0.400</td>
<td>-1.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.0323*</td>
<td>0.00961</td>
<td>0.00264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>-0.00696</td>
<td>-0.130</td>
<td>-0.346</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBIS Updating</td>
<td>-1.350***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBIS Password Generation</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.571**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeBIS Proactive Awareness</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.340***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back up manually</td>
<td></td>
<td>-1.219***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>0.580</td>
<td>0.489</td>
<td>1.398</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>χ²</td>
<td>87.13</td>
<td>37.30</td>
<td>50.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

Figure 5: Response distribution in the Update scenario.

The presence of the “Pick a time” option, these proportions decreased to 57% for Windows users (χ²(2) = 21.68, p = .0062) and 34% for Mac users (χ²(2) = 29.32, p = .0101).

A comparison of Windows and Mac users’ responses reveals that the latter are less likely to dismiss the message about available updates in all conditions. Specifically, Mac users choose the “Don’t ask me again” option less often than Windows users in the control (p = .0186), Reminder (p = .0256), and Commitment (p = .0235) conditions. Additionally, they are more favorable to the reminders than Windows users: they chose the “Remind me later” option more often than Windows users (χ²(2) = 7.54; p = .0063).

Thus, both the Reminder and Commitment nudges were effective at increasing willingness to install updates. While a stronger effect was observed in the Reminder condition, the differences between the Reminder and Commitment conditions are unclear for behavior change: 100% of the users who commit to the behavior will ultimately perform it, whereas a non-zero number of those being reminded may ask to be reminded ad infinitum—effectively never performing the behavior—or may ignore and permanently dismiss a future reminder.

Backup scenario. The regression model (Backups in Table 2) revealed that the Reminder nudge is effective in decreasing the willingness to dismiss the message about the automatic backup tool for Mac users. However, no other significant effects were discovered (Figure 6). Therefore, we conclude that the examined commitment nudges are not effective at increasing willingness to configure automatic backups.

Two-factor authentication scenario. The regression model shows that the Reminder is an effective nudge in decreasing the willingness to dismiss the request to enroll in 2FA for users of both major operating systems (with a larger effect on Windows users), while the Commitment nudge only has a significant impact on Windows users’ intentions (Table 2). As
can be seen in Figure 7, a reminder reduced the ignore rates from 70 to 33 percent for Windows users ($p = .000; \chi^2(2) = 19.85; Pr = .000$), and from 64 to 34 percent for Mac users ($p = .007; \chi^2(2) = 25.67; Pr = .000$). A commitment nudge was also effective among Windows users, reducing ignore rates to 29 percent ($p = .000; \chi^2(2) = 16.2; Pr = .000$), but not so among Mac users, of which 58 percent still chose to ignore the message ($p = .529; \chi^2(2) = 8.28; Pr = .016$).

Positive intentions to generate secure passwords in general (as measured by the SeBIS Password subscale) are correlated with the reported tendency to add an extra layer of security to one’s online account.

2FA is the only scenario in our experiment in which there was no significant difference between the choices of Windows and Mac users in the Control and Reminder conditions. This matches our hypothesis as, unlike the other two scenarios, this scenario was platform-independent: it discussed only an online account, and the message itself was presented in a browser window.

5 DISCUSSION

Our online experiments revealed that offering users an opportunity to delay or schedule a security action for a future time often increases their stated willingness to accept the proposed security behavior (or rather, decreases the likelihood of outright dismissing it). Reminders demonstrated a greater potential for improving security intentions than commitment devices. However, their effects differ across user groups and security behaviors. In this section, we offer interpretation and implications for our findings and discuss viable ways for improving nudges and commitment devices as means for mitigation of present bias in the security domain.

Decreasing Immediate Action

In most conditions, we noticed a “side effect” of the nudges: although they decreased the overall negative response rate (i.e., the proportion of “Don’t ask me again” choices), they also drove the proportion of “now” choices down. That is, the option to delay was chosen by some participants who otherwise would have chosen to act immediately. As we mentioned in Section 4, introduction of the second positive option generated a split between people with positive security intentions into those willing to act immediately and those who prefer to defer the security action until later. Anecdotally, open-ended responses appear to support this explanation: several participants in the control condition noted that their choices of “now” options were driven by the fear of forgetting about it later. Similarly, other participants noted that they “would consider in the future but in this moment [...] most likely wouldn’t take the time to set it up right now” (P639).

For example, P37 in the Update-Control condition wrote: “I would forget about doing it at a later time if I didn’t choose to do it right away.” Therefore, encouraging users’ choices may be a double-edged sword: while the additional options resulted in decreased tendency to dismiss messages in all scenarios, it is clear that the option to delay encourages some to procrastinate, when they would otherwise act immediately. That said, while we cannot know how many who choose reminders will ultimately act in the future upon being reminded, we do know that all who choose commitments will eventually act. Thus, while we took a conservative approach in our analysis by using the rates of outright dismissals as the dependent variables, an alternative approach may be to examine the rates at which people choose to either commit immediately or at some point in the future (combining the “now” and “later” choices in the Commitment condition, because both of these groups are ultimately choosing to act).

In our future work, we will try to address this issue. For example, increasing the “behavioral cost” of procrastination (i.e., manipulating the choice architecture so that the “install now” option is easier and more attractive than the delaying option) could be one way to mitigate the negative impact of nudges on the immediate action options. Additionally, longitudinal studies are needed to examine what proportion of “remind me later” users ultimately decide to perform the recommended security action.

Timing Is Important

In our second study, we intentionally did not impose a fixed delay option in the Reminder and Commitment conditions. Instead, we allowed participants to use an open-ended text field to specify when they would like to receive a reminder or commit to performing the action. When being able to select a time that fits (Study 2), instead of choosing from a predefined set of options (Study 1), more participants chose the reminder and commitment options. However, there are some confounds, as the two studies were performed at different times, on different samples, using slightly varying protocols.

However, anecdotally, inspection of the open-ended responses hints at this effect: while many respondents indicate the preferred delay in terms of time (e.g., “tomorrow,” “in 1 hour,” “at 2am”), roughly a third of participants who chose these options specified conditions when it might be more convenient for them, for instance:

- “When I’m done using my PC for the day”
- “Next time I log in”

Among the responses that specified a concrete time, the most popular response in all scenarios was “tomorrow.” The reasons for this may be endogenous or a learned preference: they may be accustomed to offering “tomorrow” as a procrastination tactic in a wide variety of scenarios. The second most popular suggested delay was in the “evening,” which is presumably when users expect to be finished with the
computer for the day. While participants in the Updates and Backups scenarios did not suggest delaying the actions for more than one week, several participants proposed to delay 2FA enrollment for up to 3 months.

These findings have several practical implications for future nudge designs. First, when people are asked to find a specific slot to schedule an action or reminder, they may simply have no suitable time in mind. As a result, showing them too many time-related options may confuse and annoy them, leading to a decision to dismiss the message altogether. A conditional—as opposed to time-based—option to defer a decision may better address the preferences of this group of users, reduce their negative emotions, and avoid formation of general negative attitudes to these kind of messages. For example, the system might offer the option to apply the update "after the computer has not been used for at least one hour."

Second, providing more information about how much time the process will take would also help to plan ahead and schedule the activity properly. Alternatively, a non-action option, e.g., simply letting the message hang on unobtrusively or be moved around desktop as a post-it sticker until the user has time to deal with it, could also be a solution.

Prior work on user interruptions can provide insights into how to best design these intuitive options and account for contextual factors [e.g., 7, 11, 20, 28, 29, 33, 44, 47, 53], which is a subject for future work.

**Reasons for Delaying**

Based on the open-ended responses, which were independently coded by two researchers, 83% of participants in the Update scenario chose to delay the action because of inconvenient timing. In the 2FA and Backup scenarios, this rate was lower (62% and 56%, respectively), which partially explains why our nudges were most effective in the Updates scenario. A conditional—as opposed to time-based—option to defer a decision may better address the preferences of this group of users, reduce their negative emotions, and avoid formation of general negative attitudes to these kind of messages. For example, the system might offer the option to apply the update "after the computer has not been used for at least one hour."

Second, providing more information about how much time the process will take would also help to plan ahead and schedule the activity properly. Alternatively, a non-action option, e.g., simply letting the message hang on unobtrusively or be moved around desktop as a post-it sticker until the user has time to deal with it, could also be a solution.

Prior work on user interruptions can provide insights into how to best design these intuitive options and account for contextual factors [e.g., 7, 11, 20, 28, 29, 33, 44, 47, 53], which is a subject for future work.

**Mac and Windows Users Behave Differently**

Finally, we noticed that under most conditions, Windows users were more likely to choose to dismiss the security recommendation messages than Mac users. As speculated in Section 4, Windows seems to show more notification dialogues and may hence cause greater levels of habituation and/or fatigue with regard to similar requests. More research should be done in understanding this difference, addressing implicit concerns, and customization of messages to both populations of software users.

Our qualitative data also supports the idea that Windows users trust Microsoft less than Mac users trust Apple. For instance, one participant said that he believes that "malware ... doesn't often happen on a Mac," (P393). Another participant believed that usually Apple products are not "getting attacked by viruses. This is why I own an Apple," (P279). Future work should explore whether different messaging strategies are needed to target users of different platforms.

**Limitations and Future Research**

The main limitation of our study is its hypothetical nature, as we measured users' stated willingness to engage in certain behaviors, but did not observe actual behavior that was the consequence of our nudges. However, a number of factors suggest that behavior would be likewise impacted. First, prior research has shown that intentions are a precursor to behavior change [3, 39], with especially strong predictive...
power for immediate and non-contingent actions [6], like the “now” and commitment choices in our study. Second, to bring our scenarios closer to real life, we presented participants with screenshots of the messages rather than describing the situation in a purely textual form. Third, while we acknowledge that intentions may be overestimated with respect to actual behavioral rates, in this paper we focus on the comparison of relative effectiveness of the nudges. Therefore, although in absolute terms the actual compliance rates may differ from the estimated intentions, we believe that the general relative trends observed in our hypothetical study are likely to hold in real life. Finally, we would like to emphasize the advantage (and even, in our view, important prerequisite) of running hypothetical studies in the early stages of designing and testing a large variety of messages in a safe environment. Despite the positive intention to improve security behaviors, our findings reveal that mis-targeted or poorly designed nudges not only can be ineffective, but even harmful. For instance, Windows is actively experimenting with A/B-testing of their security messages, manipulating wording, design, and choice architecture. In the real world, poorly targeted nudges may increase users’ vulnerability and actual security risks. Therefore, we warn researchers and practitioners to attentively consider nudge design and thoroughly test them in safe environments before the full-scale implementation, or even small pilot field trials.

In this paper we demonstrated through a controlled internally valid study that user intentions can in fact be swayed. We are now in the process of designing a follow-up longitudinal and externally valid field study to examine in more realistic settings whether this leads to actual behavior change. Because participants recruited via online crowdsourcing platforms may not be fully representative, in future work we will engage a wider population of computer users to ensure the generalizability of our results.

Regression analysis revealed lower willingness to install updates among older respondents in our hypothetical scenarios. Therefore, researchers and practitioners should be especially attentive to the inclusion of a diverse population in their testing to address their concerns and control for the potentially adverse effects of their nudges, especially on sensitive populations, such as children or older users.

We believe that compliance with security recommendations is time-sensitive: for instance, the longer the delay in applying software updates (or enrolling in 2FA, configuring automatic backups, etc.), the longer the devices are vulnerable to attacks and the larger are the potential losses. Therefore, we believe that researchers should not only try to increase the overall engagement with certain security activities (when they cannot be automated), but they should also decrease the time it takes for users to comply.

6 CONCLUSIONS

We performed an online study to test the effectiveness of reminders and commitment nudges in improving users’ intentions to engage in security behaviors by reducing the present bias effect. As a first step in exploring this application of behavioral economics to the computer security domain, we found that both the Reminder and Commitment nudges have the potential to increase willingness to engage in beneficial computer security behaviors by up to 85%. However, at the same time, introducing nudging options decreased the fraction of users who reported a willingness to take immediate action. In sum, our results suggest that offering people the opportunity to take action at a later time may increase compliance with security mitigations, but people will also procrastinate, when given the opportunity.

Our results also show that commitment devices may not be equally successful in nudging users towards all security behaviors, as we were unable to establish positive effects for willingness to enable automatic backups. Furthermore, we posit that current nudging dialogues may not live up to their full potential, if the timing options offered to users are too rigid.
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